CHAPTER 9
DEFENSE PROGRAM FOR REDISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS
SYSTEM TIME STANDARDS

A. POLICY

S/A participants in the DEPRA system will adhere to the time standard objectives prescribed herein to provide a reasonable responsiveness to the requirements of the system.

B. GENERAL

1. The processing time standards prescribed in this chapter provides the guidance and goals for S/A requisitioning and reporting of excess material and for shipping activities to respond to DEPRA system requirements.

2. These time standards will also be used by reviewers and evaluators of the DEPRA system for development of management indicators, as necessary, to judge system performance and highlight problem areas for increased attention.

3. These standards are based on processing times outlined in DoDD 4410.6 reference (e)) for priority 09-15 requisitions with consideration made for the unique characteristics of the DEPRA system, the European Theater, and the Pacific Theater. Normal timeframes permitted under UMMIPS for completed shipments from CONUS to the EUCOMs and PACOMs are 71 and 82 days, respectively. Since intra-theater shipments normally require less transportation time than shipments from the CONUS, the total time allowed for completing DEPRA directed RDOS has been adjusted to recognize this factor.

C. TIME STANDARD OBJECTIVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYCLE SEGMENT</th>
<th>DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Requisition Submission - from requisition activity to DEPRA.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Passing Action - from DEPRA (RDO) to reporting activity.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Materiel Availability Response to RDO - reporting activity confirms/denies assets are available (BA or CB status/DI AE_) from date of RDO.</td>
<td>3 (working days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Shipment Status Response - from date reporting activity provided BA status/DI AE_ to date shipment was made (DI AS_) or CB cancellation status/DI AE_ was provided.</td>
<td>8 (working days)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Transportation Time - elapsed time from date materiel was shipped to receipt date by requisitioning activity.

   a. European Theater  
      13

   b. Pacific Theater  
      26'

6. Receipt Takeup Time  
   3 (working days)